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MUDIA, a didactic art museum in Redu
Place De L'esro 61
Redu - 6890
Phone number (main
MUDIA - Vassily Kandinsky, Les arabes, 1909

contact): +32 61 51 11 96
https://www.mudia.be

The MUDIA museum features over 300 pieces from the
Renaissance to the contemporary era. Be prepared to see art
from a different angle in Wallonia.

The key word here? Learning while having fun! Visitors can enjoy a
high-tech, digital and playful trail through the museum, with
opportunities to fully immerse themselves. Videos, tablets, games...
await through the 20 different rooms. Perfect for children and
adults alike.

700 years of art
Véronèse, Brueghel, Rodin, Spilliaert, Van Dongen, Wouters,
Picasso, Modigliani, Giacometti, Magritte, Hergé, Franquin, Geluck…
There are over 300 masterpieces coming from Belgian and
international private collections. All disciplines are represented:

paintings, sculptures, drawings, comic books, photographs and
movies.

An immersive visit
Understanding, reading and having fun are the three keywords of
this unique art museum. Visitors can enjoy a playful itinerary, with
digital and high-tech twists. Thanks to the videos, animated
paintings, games and quizzes throughout the 20 rooms, you won't
see time pass in this cultural place!

Advantages
A catalog retracing your visit
A new game, bringing together MUDIA's art collections and the
village of Redu, its bookshops, restaurants and cultural
heritage
A gourmet café and deli set in a fun reading room

We loved... trying our hand at pointillism by colouring a
character from one of Seurat's masterpieces, using a digital
tablet to do so.

The information contained herein is provided as a guide only.
We recommend that you check with the local supplier before you leave.
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